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Lucy Montgomery
X Jardan Onda Mirror
Onda meaning ‘wave’ in Italian is Lucy Montgomery’s
exclusive mirror collection for Jardan. The soft sinuous curves
and fluid silhouette of each mirror has been handcrafted
using traditional techniques and natural materials.
Finished with a soft eggshell meringue tone textured plaster.

Lucy Montgomery is a leading Sydney-based stylist and designer.
Jardan and Lucy have teamed up to create a bespoke collection of
Australian made mirrors. Lucy has created an exclusive collection of
mirrors for Jardan, cast from a meringue tone plaster and available
in 3 unique profiles with a unique wave edge.

Mirrors Sizes

Please note that measurements may vary slightly due to the handmade nature of this item.

Onda Mirror Meringue | Small

Onda Mirror Meringue | Medium

Onda Mirror Meringue | Medium

750H x 590W | Approximately 9KG

1030H x 720W | Approximately 12KG

1240H x 830W | Approximately 15KG

Specifications

Materials

Warning

Plaster composite, with decorative finish and mirror glass.
All the mirrors have been treated with a waterproof finish,
they are sealed and suitable for wet areas - such as a
bathroom or kitchen space, where there is moisture in the air.

Do not strike the glass with hard or pointed items.
Do not use wire between the two fixing brackets on the frame
- only hang by screwing a permanent screw into a secure
wall. Check the strength of the wall, which the mirror is to be
positioned onto special rawplugs / screws maybe required if
fitting onto a partition wall.

Small Mirror

Medium & Large Mirrors

Features two integrated hooks (D-rings).
Mirrors can be hung vertically or horizontally.

Features four integrated hooks (D-rings).
Mirrors can be hung vertically or horizontally.

Cleaning

Please note, Lucy’s work is handmade with care.
The raw and organic properties of plaster present individual
characteristics to every mirror. As each mirror is handmade,
air bubbles and hairline cracks (whilst minimal), are part of
the plaster’s patina.

Hanging Details

Care

Dust with a soft clean microfibre cloth.
If marked, softly dab with a baby wipe or soft clean damp
cloth.
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Hanging Directions

Note

This installation guide will help to simply and safely
install the Lucy Montgomery X Jardan Onda mirror.
Jardan carries out a test assembly prior to delivery,
but please ensure that all necessary components
are present and use this handbook as a reference
throughout the installation process.

All fixing techniques rely for their security on the
strength of the wall and screws/special fittings.
Seek professional advice to guide you as to where
the mirror can be safely installed and which wall
fittings/screws are appropriate.

Prior to Hanging

Installation Guide

•

1.

•
•
•
•

We recommend that a professional who has
experience in art or mirrors should hang
these mirrors.
Mirrors are heavy objects and safety is
dependent on the construction & strength of the
wall to which it is attached.
Prior to drilling ensure to check for any piping or
any electrical cables. As mounting surfaces vary
ensure that adequate fixings are used.
We would recommend that your professional
follows the method(s) below to hang your mirror.
We recommended two people to install the
large size mirrors.

2.
3.

4.
5.
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Hold the mirror against the wall in the desired
position. Mark on the wall where one of the
fixing needs to be. The wall surface should
have a flat, even finish.
Drill a hole and insert an appropriate raw plug.
Insert a screw and tighten, leaving the screw
head exposed by about 6mm.
Mark on the wall where the other fixing needs
to be placed, checking that it’s the same
distance apart as the two-fixings attached
to the mirror. Make sure that the holes are in
straight horizontal and level position.
Lift the mirror into position ensuring that the
fixing clips attached to the frame are firmly
hooked over the screw heads.
Checks the mirror periodically to see that no
fitting has loosened and needs attention.

D-ring Placement

Onda Mirror Meringue | Small

Onda Mirror Meringue | Medium

Onda Mirror Meringue | Large

2 integrated hooks (D-rings)

4 integrated hooks (D-rings)

4 integrated hooks (D-rings)
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